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For many of us, our interaction with media begins when our
eyes open and only ends when our eyes close. As digital
platforms continue to gain share of voice, the media landscape
is transforming quicker than ever.
Every day our world is becoming increasingly more mobile. It
wasn’t long ago that laptops made the (at the time) shocking
move past desktops as the computer of choice. Pretty soon,
there won’t be a need for a device that doesn’t fit in your
pocket. We will be able to access the web anywhere, anytime
from any screen. Times have changed, and the tipping point is
behind us.
As mobile and video move to consume us, publishers and media
are wondering how to adapt to the new model of consumption?
Nearly two-thirds of Americans own a smartphone, and a
significant number of them rely primarily on their smartphone
for access to pretty much everything. As more people migrate
online, fewer people are reading physical newspapers.

According to Pew Research Center’s State of the News Media
2015 Report, last year newspapers underwent a decline in
circulation by three percent. News is consumed in shorter
bites and shorter time than previously, and our mediums for
consumption have also changed as new platforms and
devices emerge such as Snapchat, Vine and wearables.
Today, digital traffic is the major force driving news
consumption, and mobile platforms especially outpace desktop
platforms; 39 out of 50 news sites gain more traffic from
mobile devices. The media industry has kept pace with this
change — beginning to recognize that mobile platforms, with
their large readerships, make non-mobile devices less
relevant.
Notably, the trend doesn’t suggest or reflect any less of an
interest in news in general, or any less of a standard for
quality reporting. Throughout the television industry, local
and network news actually increased their numbers of viewers
this year. Cable news, saw declines last year but their
website audience grew.
The media world is changing so rapidly it has been difficult
for many print outlets to figure out how to adapt. Newsweek,
one of America’s oldest weekly news magazines was rocked by
declining advertising and subscription revenues several years
ago and was forced to merge with The Daily Beast, a next
generation news outlet at the time. But the marriage wasn’t a
good fit and a few years later the magazine was sold off and
The Daily Beast remained – and today it is one of the fastest
growing news sites.
On the other hand, savvy media outlets haven’t just been
sitting back and watching their circulation numbers drop.
They’ve recognized the audience’s hunger for mobile news, and
have adapted. For example:
The Wall Street Journal recently launched a new mobile

app for subscribers called “What’s News”. The app isn’t
trying to provide long reads – it simply provides the
most recent ‘Top 10 News Items of the Moment’ – entries
are a maximum of 350 words. This content is written
exclusively for the mobile consumer, on the platform
they want.
Time Inc purchased Zooey Deschanel’s online media
startup Hello Giggles for around $30 million and Jame
Pratt’s women’s lifestyle websites, xoJane and xoVain –
bolstering its women’s lifestyle digital portfolio. As
only a few traditional media conglomerates remain
intact, the savvy companies will continue to expand
their portfolios to make investments in non-traditional
media and digital ventures as they seek to create a
multi-platform audience.
CNN the creator of 24/7 cable news is embracing new
media video capabilities. CNN is launching “Vice newsstyle” video series targeted at millennials called Great
Big Stories which is a news platform that spans across
desktop, iPhone, Android and Facebook.
In this new space, as advertisements have become increasingly
synonymous with mobile platforms, editors will continue to
worry about revenue. This is an integral part of the media
industry, and it’s not changing anytime soon. As print
subscriptions rapidly decline, publishers are looking for a
way to survive. A lifeline for quality media is the emerging
trend of content partnerships between brands and traditional
media outlets: sponsored content. Research shows
that millennials (the largest demographic group) are averse to
digital advertisements (pop-ups, banners, etc.) however, this
group appreciates engaging sponsored content. Quality is key.
Millennials will consume branded content and will even engage
and associate itself with a brand if its attracted to
its content. In light of branded content’s appeal to
millennials, we should see a spike in media ad revenue driven
by these content partnerships.

In the end, quality will always be the difference maker and
the biggest attraction for consumers. People will always want
the news, distribution and form aside – and we know that
content will always be KING – something the savviest of media
brands have known all along.
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